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Connecting Concepts

to mere results. This works both ways. There surely
are examples from different Indian regions, which can
in principle be associated with the ones on display.
There is a potential for reciprocal inspiration.

At first view Connecting Concepts is an uncommon
collection of objects and images that hardly seem
to relate to each other. Certain realms of kinship are
obvious. There is fashion and products and graphics
and buildings and technology, but what brings them
together exactly does not reveal itself straight away,
apart from the similar way in which they are displayed
and their shared roots in the Netherlands.
Look a bit closer and you will notice that the exhibition
is about design as a creative activity. Together with
the images on the table and the short texts in this
booklet every object illustrates an important segment
of the design story behind it. The focus is on what
happens in the thought process behind the exhibits,
“backstage” as it were, rather than on a blunt display
of more or less familiar examples to demonstrate
what supposedly is “good design”. Similarities in the
thought process behind various objects constitute the
structure of this varied collection.
Apart from creating an opportunity to bring together
this range of examples from such different
backgrounds, there is another important reason to
show design in this way: the process of design is not
exclusive. For people from different cultural
backgrounds it is easier to relate to the way in which
ideas come together within a certain context than
10

This points out the goal of Connecting Concepts,
which is to support the development of sustainable
creative networks. The exhibition serves as a
conversation piece rather than a benchmark. The idea
is to share and discuss ways of design thinking, in
order to stimulate the ability to intelligently and carefully
face the future we all share.
Design for the future
Caring for the future and the ability to minimise the
burden of human life on our own “place of residence”,
impose criteria to be able to select examples. The
exhibition’s overall content is therefore defined
fundamental requirements of sustainable development.
Whereas the emphasis in research, development and
design is mostly on diminishing material consumption
through recycling and reuse (business as usual in
India) and on developing clean ways to store and
transform energy, preferably without production of
carbondioxide to slow down climate change, the
starting point here is to increase added value while
minimising the need for material mass, thereby also
minimising energy needs.
When we started the development of Connecting
Concepts the angle was emphasize technological
development of structures and principles that literally
11

reduce consumption of materials and energy and
expand from there. However, not all disciplines
produce matching examples even though they
somehow point in the right direction. Structural
efficiency is a major feature of some examples, like
the Clean Era’s airplane project and Fibercore Europe’s
bridge. In graphic design on the other hand, material
use is simply not an issue. It should be a point of
attention in architecture, but it hardly is. Yet the signs
of growing awareness are there.
Fortunately, it is easy enough to expand modesty in
mass and energy into a broader, more encompassing
concept when one thinks about its logical
consequences. Smaller mass requires less effort;
processes proceed more quickly and efficiently.
Thinking about this gives rise to a new approach: if
something is designed for maximum user-friendliness,
as is Flex’s ColaTray, this entails a contribution to
sustainability. One could describe the basics of
sustainability as the facilitator of “intelligent laziness”.
This is nothing more or less than the driving force
behind technical innovation; human beings seek to
free themselves from everything that complicates
life. At the same time, this fundamental notion of
sustainability implies being careful and avoiding
overintervention.
Connection
This range of qualities both indicates a connection
between the various examples and signals a “way
out” to real life examples from the regions where the
exhibition is on view. There are seven design

connections. These are indicated with icons and
colours on the lighting above the tables.
H Craft: the use of traditional techniques in order to
acquaint or reacquaint oneself with those techniques,
to enhance quality, or to gain a point of departure
for further development. Anchoring working methods
in local cultures is a means of collaboration and
economic progress to support social improvement
and vice versa.
B Design: a clever idea or, by contrast, a carefully
thought out design. What is essential here is the
quality of the design process itself.
F Identity: the use of typological principles to strike
a balance between novelty and individuality. Its
function can vary from expressing oneself personally
(fashion), propagating a design signature, making
new technology acceptable to potential users, or
making a large or small organisation recognisable.
A Long Term: the spreading out of activities over a
longer period by incorporating future change into a
design. Doing this can make a design sustainable,
lessen its impact in the short term, and allow the
designer to learn and adjust his or her course during
the development process by making use of feedback.
E Software: the intelligent use of computing power
to facilitate processes of design as well as those of
production and use.
G Structure: a physically minimal construction in
which the point is to use the materials’ properties in
an optimal way. There is a shift from a sum of parts
to an integration of functions.
D Use: easing life by an object at any level or scale
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– in a logistical or technical process, in the use of a
building or interior, or, in the cases of graphic and
fashion design, in the professional or personal use
of products.

dropping the idea of woven information, because it
was impractical, but mainly because there was no
proper reason for it. You would only weave images to
demonstrate a technology, which only distracts from
the main issue in an exhibition about design process.
Things have to make sense.

The Netherlands
Almost half of the small stretch of soil called The
Netherlands is borrowed from the sea to make money.
Only 3 percent of the working population is active
in agriculture. Yet The Netherlands is the second
largest exporter of agricultural products in the world,
after the US. To be able to keep on doing this in a
changing world, every square metre of the country
has been designed at least two times over. More
than any other region The Netherlands owes its very
existence to design.

And they have to keep on doing so. Circumstances
change and casual re-establishment of design criteria
are not uncommon. Designers and engineers alike
are not afraid to ask the “What if” question and
proceed with the rhetoric of “Well then why not?” if
the answer pleases them. The Dutch won’t hesitate
to redefine requirements and sometimes radically
change artefacts that have existed for ages, such as
the umbrella, or coastal protection.

This may partly explain the open minded mentality
of many Dutch creative professionals. No matter
what their background is, they are always interested
in what happens in other disciplines. They share a
tendency towards simplicity and rather look for the
essence of whatever question they want to answer,
than pursue a certain technique or style just to be
different.
An example straight from the exhibition itself: the
idea to put objects on tablecloths with background
information came into existence early on. In the first
few weeks we enthusiastically imagined weaving the
images. Designer Bertjan Pot proposed it, because
he also happened to be experimenting with weaving
a very small typeface. Yet later on he suggested

Traditions
Outbursts of design radicalism are not a brand new
phenomenon. The objects in Connecting Concepts
are rooted in a Dutch tradition that favours cheerful
stubbornness. Some of those have made it to
international fame. Protecting the coast with the
help of a sand engine may be unconventional, but it
does relate directly to the process of building dikes
and pumping away water with windmills, which began
500 years ago.
Engineering has set more examples. Although there
is not much left of the airplane industry, development
of technology continues in an evolving setting.
Fokker was the first company to glue wing parts
together in a process of laminating aluminium with
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a resin to reduce the risk of fatigue. Currently the
Aerospace Faculty of Delft University of Technology
is a forerunner in composite technology.
Gerrit Rietveld designed furniture and buildings and
his functionalist thoughts as expressed in the famous
Schröder House in Utrecht are certainly not alien to
the work of young studios like Powerhouse Company.
For instance the similarity in the reasoning behind
opening windows meeting on the corner in Rietveld’s
design is strikingly similar to De Ru’s emphasis on
transparency. There has been an evolution of the
principles that Rietveld followed. They emerged in a
different era with different views on social and
industrial issues, but essentially many of them are
still valid.
The quality of graphic design in The Netherlands has
benefitted from the generosity of government to
commission designers for much of its printwork. It
is characterised by a mixture of an austere focus on
clarity and ironic playfulness. The focus in Connecting
Concepts is on typeface design, because in that
field several strong statements have been made.
Whereas Letterror has shown once and for all that a
letter is defined with an algorithm with virtually
limitless possibilities, Wim Crouwel designed the
revolutionary New Alphabet some 30 years earlier
to deal with the limitations of Cathode Ray Tube
representation. Again the setting is different, but
the mentality is similar. This can even be said of the
team of four designers that worked together under
16

the name Hard Werken in the 80’s, although at that
time they considered themselves different. They
proposed new ways to exploit images and typography,
which are still influential.
Originally fashion was never a strong discipline in
The Netherlands. This changed towards the end of
the 1980’s through the work of Alexander van Slobbe.
He brought fashion design back to the essence of
proposing structures and getting rid of all that was
decoration. In the wake of his efforts a range of new
viewpoints emerged that all challenge the conventions
of fashion itself. Viktor & Rolf succeeded in turning
their names into an internationally acclaimed brand
in this way and even turned the fashion world literally
upside down in their store in Milan. Rather suddenly
Dutch fashion designers found themselves at the
forefront of fashion design, paradoxically by revealing
its weaknesses.
Something similar happened in jewellery design, a
discipline that by nature is much more introverted.
Whereas jewellery traditionally emphasises the
exclusivity of the expensive, designers like Gijs Bakker
and his wife Emmy van Leersum in the 1960’s and
70’s explored the possibilities to provide banal cheap
materials with ironic beauty, images and stories.
They paved the way for younger colleagues such as
Ted Noten to try and break the unwritten rules of their
own discipline.
In terms of industry that produces user goods, The
Netherlands is small. There is not much production
17

going on anymore. The consequences in terms of
product design, however, have been remarkable.
One can make a distinction between two business
models: small studios that mainly work for small
industries, and designers with an artistic approach
who prefer to make their very own mark, sometimes
with considerable success. They often produce their
own designs. Marcel Wanders and Richard Hutten
are among the best known, but the phenomenon
of the self-producers started in the early 1970’s with
Bruno Ninaber and others. Producing your own
designs is a good way to start. If your good you’ll
get assignments.
It has to be stated here that the reflective attitude of
designers in The Netherlands benefits from a system
of subsidies, which allows the best of them to explore
opportunities for renewal. The condition of design in
The Netherlands is characterised by a combination
of commissionership (depending on discipline) and
government support.

Yet it is precisely this complexity that is so fascinating
and promising. One phenomenon in India is particularly
inspiring to designers in The Netherlands, because
it represents the opposite of their way of thinking. It
is functional self organisation: some things just work
successfully despite the absence of an imposed
system. It can be observed in seemingly impenetrable
knots of electricity cables that still can be repaired.
Another example is large scale laundries that succeed
in processing enormous amounts of clothes
faultlessly. Dabawallah’s lunch delivery for 5 million
people in Mumbai is probably best known.
The capacity to informally organise also forms the
basis for the functioning of the phenomenal artisan
labour force, which appears to be both an asset and
a disadvantage. It strongly manifests itself in the
fashion industry and there it implies that clothes with
complicated details can be produced in considerable
quantities. On the other hand the ability to resort to
this force may be a distraction from design experiments.

Design in India
It is not an easy thing to write about design in India,
because for whatever you observe the opposite may
also be true. The cultural scale of India, both in time
and in distance, is simply too large to comprehend.
Different points of reference in history are used
simultaneously and for people from different Indian
regions it may be more difficult to communicate than
for, say, Swedes and Greeks.

Serviceability can be considered a special quality
of Indian culture, so much so that an important part
of service industry feeds Indian economy. English
speaking call centres have silently acquired business.
In design in general it is established that service
design deserves much more attention, because
services may turn out to be important contributors to
sustainability in relation to product use. In India this
is observed as well. There could be an opportunity to
address service design together.
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Coca Cola
tray

By
Flex/the
Innovation Lab
For
Schoeller Wavin
Systems
Design
6 months
Start
July 1998
Time
Ongoing
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www.flex.nl
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Sometimes you need a thorough survey
to stumble on a simple fact. The largest
Dutch grocery chain AH had an overall
analysis made of its logistics performance.
It turned out that the category of fast
moving soft drinks was responsible for
considerable costs in terms of time and
labour. Crates were taken for granted
and their functionality had simply never
been questioned.
No doubt these plastic bottle boxes work
quite well if you just consider bundling
groups of bottles in them and stacking
those on pallets. But since the invention
of the crate the flow of soft drink
transportation has evolved beyond
pragmatism. Bottles nowadays travel
from the factory to the warehouse and
from there to the supermarket, where
they are stored briefly. On the shop floor
they consequently have to be visible and
well accessible to customers, for quick
and easy transfer to their shopping
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trolleys. The trays can be stacked as much
as 16 high in storing conditions and in a
rolling version with four layers. In that
way they function like shelves on wheels.
The tray accommodates all transportation
stages much better than crates. It renders
bundling and separating bottles a lot
easier, so much so, that in the Netherlands
an estimated 30 million Euros are saved
every year in comparison with the earlier
process. Fairly straightforward though
the product may be, the principle for
stabilising stacks of trays through the
shape of the part that fits inside the soul
of each bottle was patented. Elegant
simplicity saves weight.
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Digital design
and
construction

By
Hyperbody,
Faculty of
Architecture,
Delft University
of Technology
Studio instructors
Nimish Biloria
and Marco Verde
Start
September 2009
Design
4 months
Execution
2 weeks
Status
Investigation
srv875.tudelft.net
/typo3/
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Rest assured, this is not yet a plan for a
large building. It is an early 1:20 scale
model of a design in progress, which in
turn represents a stage in the development
of architectural design in general.
Whereas mainstream architecture simply
adopted computers as fast drafting
machines, some architects were enchanted
by the architectural animations digital
media could produce on screen. They had
visions of interactive spatial miracles
translated into real buildings. Yet for
construction they had to resort to using
computers as classical engineering
machines. Computers were good at
performing calculations and producing
drafts, but craftsmen had to build the
structures using traditional methods.
Computers evoked dreams; reality broke
them.
That was in the near past. Today,
computers are rapidly evolving into
creative agents. In the current state of
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development, algorithms can be used to
produce full-size building parts in the
course of investigating spatial
opportunities. The Hyperbody group in the
Faculty of Architecture at Delft University
of Technology is developing this procedure
through a sequence of projects that
investigate new design and fabrication
strategies in architecture. In this master’s
project, spatial organisation is generated
through computations using formulas and
variables. Changing a variable modifies
the whole building. Since manufacturing
and assembly constraints are among the
variables, any version of the system, this
model included, is ready to be produced
for testing, optimisation and, finally,
construction. In this case, parts have been
laser-cut. Three-dimensional technology
is bound to become affordable soon. This
opens up a new, extremely fast iterative
process for architectural design.

Fabric pots

By
Renske Papavoine
Design
2003
Production
2007
Status
Finished
www.papavoine.nl
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“Potten” are being hand produced in
Bhopal, India. When you see them for the
first time, from a distance they look like
conventional geometrically shaped design
products. Take a closer look at “Potten”
(Dutch for “pots”) by Renske Papavoine
and the edges will tell you they consist of
layers of material with varying colours.
Squeeze one and you will notice softness
and resilience. They feel nice actually.
They are “composite” structures,
combinations of different materials that
complement each other’s properties. In
this case they consist of layers of textile
that have been stitched together to
become a plate material with unexpected
stiffness. This is then cut into flat
components, like one would do with
plywood. These are bent and put together
into the required pot shape. Latex keeps
it together, both acting as glue and taking
care of water tightness.
The story behind the product is quite
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interesting since it guides the way in which
cooperation between different cultures
can emerge fruitfully, despite an initial
misunderstanding. Papavoine started
developing the pots as a graduation
project at the Design Academy Eindhoven.
In this she focused on reuse of leftover
textiles, which is important in the European
context of abundance, for production in
India. After her graduation Papavoine got
a design award from KICI, an organization
that collects and redistributes leftover
clothing. Next the designer found a
producer in Spain, Nanimarquina. They
manufacture textile design products with
the help of small companies all over the
world. Starting production in Bhopal,
however, was not as obvious as
anticipated. India is a land with no
leftovers. The pots are made from newly
produced textile instead. They do
demonstrate that hand made composite
products can be profitable.
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Fiddling with
function

By
NL Architects
Start
1999
Design
10 Years
Execution
1 year
Status
Completed 2010
www.nlarchitects.nl
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An architect can decide on a certain
building shape with sufficient volume
and then stuff it with functional spaces.
NL-Architects in Amsterdam prefer to
think the other way around and let
functional considerations determine
form. Blok K in Amsterdam’s Funenpark
neighbourhood is one of a grid of sixteen
small housing blocks in Frits van Dongen/
de Architekten Cie.’s larger plan for 500
dwellings on a triangular site. Larger
apartment blocks surround these sixteen
buildings, which the firm calls “hidden
delights”.
Blok K’s main dimensions were fixed: ten
two-and-a-half-storey 630m3 houses had
an approximately 900m2 floor plan. These
would be arranged back-to-back in two
rows of five, with one external public
corridor in between providing access to
the flats’ entering doors, freeing up the
façades. One could therefore also look
at the blocks as being positioned front-
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to-front, or each building as being turned
inside out.
To discover a form, NL-Architects
experimented with different divisions of
the floor plan, as if it were made of rubber.
They turned the corridor into a shortcut
through the building to neighbouring
blocks. This changed the floor space of
each flat; the homes on the ends became
either tiny or very large. The architects
compensated for this change in size by
sticking to the required volumes. Hence,
flats with smaller footprints are taller, and
the flats’ heights vary according to area,
from four to one-and-a-half storeys and
back. This gives the roof its distinctive
saddle shape. Every flat has individual
access to the grassy roof via its own
atrium, so inhabitants can pick herbs
easily. The design process brought about a
functionality that was not predetermined.

Flying lite

By
François
Geuskens, Zeger
van der Voet
For
Delft University of
Technology
Design
9 months
Start
October 2008
Duration
Ongoing
Status
Proposal
www.zeger.eu,
www.cleanera.
tudelft.nl
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Civil aviation will continue to grow, simply
because speed and covering large
distances are attractive to human beings.
This comes at the price of noise, fuel
consumption and pollution. Yet vast
improvements have been made, and
more are on the way. In the CleanEra
Project, the aerospace department at
the Delft University of Technology is
working on a 300-passenger airliner
that will be about 55 percent more fuelefficient than today’s planes. Developing
this vehicle will take 30 years and require
input from many organisations. Still, it
is likely to be a reality sooner or later,
because of its commercial advantages.
Better aerodynamics, more efficient
engines, a lighter structure and an
improved shape are the main
requirements. Airplanes’ structures
have remained the same for about 70
years. The newer blended-wing-body
(BWB) – known in the past as flying-wing
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– is well known in the aviation industry.
The CleanEra airplane design will use
modern technology to make it more
stable than it used to be. The body will
be made of carbon fibre-reinforced
polymers. The passengers and crew will
travel in a cabin shaped like an air
mattress – the plane’s most novel feature.
In fact, at cruising altitude, it will act like
one, because of the air pressure
differential between the interior and
exterior. The stiff “mattress” will expand
and shrink (somewhat) independently
within the triangular aerodynamic
sandwich of the plane’s body. Van der
Voet has proposed a new interior design
for the plane. The main challenges he
faced were that available space is low
and there will probably be only two large
windows at the front. The interior design
will have to support a drastic structural
transition.
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Fresh shoes

By
Marloes
ten Bhömer
Design
6 months
Execution
2 months (2009)
Duration
Ongoing
Status
Statement
www.marloesten
bhomer.com
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Every category of objects we make and
use undergoes a characteristic sequence
of gradual developmental changes from
the very beginning. This continuous
process of adaptation depends on
coincidental changes in availability of
materials, skills and tools. It is also
influenced by how we feel about them
and express those feelings through
tradition and style. Marloes ten Bhömer
saw this enduring principle as a
challenge. She wondered what would
happen if she radically freed shoes from
the burden of the past – which, in their
case, is particularly heavy. Ten Bhömer
decided to design shoes entirely afresh,
as if they had never before existed. They
would be unrecognisable as footwear
and thus serve to comment on current
design and manufacturing practice.
For one thing, Ten Bhömer wanted these
standing, walking and dancing
appliances to be machine-made, as is
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standard with products for the masses.
Beginning with that idea, she developed
a women’s shoe that was literally
meaningless, like a clean slate, making
no reference to any predetermined
“shoeness”. All there was to show was a
representation of the process of stateof-the-art design and manufacturing
and the abstract result. This was shown
for the first time at the Krannart Art
Museum in the US state of Illinois in the
installation After Hours. The lightweight
plastic shoe is exhibited as a product
that has been optimised through rapid
prototyping on a 3D printer and
consequently produced from polyurethane
rubber set in a rotating mould.

Gluejeans

By
G+N
Start
2007
Design
2 months (always
in progress)
Execution
3 years
Status
Completed
www.gluejeans.
com
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Until recently, blue jeans of every brand,
and all their derivatives worldwide, had
one thing in common: stitched denim.
This feature is so well known that
experimenting with a different way of
putting such clothes together is an
obvious decision for a fashion designer.
In this case, the alternative means is glue.
To Gerrit Uittenbogaard and Natasja
Martens, who together form G+N,
experimenting with structure and
technology is the ideal way of discovering
new principles and ideas. It is quite a
leap to move from sewing to gluing. The
requirements for patterns are different,
not only in the technical sense (access,
edges) but especially in the expressive
sense: this new way of making clothes is
a fashion statement that needs to be put
forward clearly. Moreover, G+N wanted
gluing to be more than just another idea.
They wanted their glued jeans to be of
good quality, comfortable and wearable.
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They foresaw the opening of a whole new
field of opportunities for experimentation.
And that is what happened. The
designers are currently working on a new
collection, Juxtapose. But it takes a lot
of work to get this far. First you have to
find the proper fabric and glue; then
you must carry out various tests to see
how the system works. The glue itself
must look good and be available in
different colours, but it must also create
a bond strong enough to hold a stuffed
wallet in a back pocket. This kind of
testing cannot be done overnight. Yet
the use of gluing in fashion could
develop into a mass technology. Ease of
production fits casual style like a glove.
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Government
typeface

By
Peter Verheul
Design
2 years
Start
2008
Duration
Ongoing
Status
Completed
www.farhill.nl
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In terms of graphic design, the Netherlands
is a land of plenty. In 2006, in fact, it was
observed that far too many graphic
identities for various governmental
institutions were in circulation. Between
them, the Dutch ministries, subsidising
bodies, advisory departments and service
organisations had about 200 different
logos and typographic idiosyncrasies.
The public could no longer tell which was
which. Hence, the government decided
these bodies should have a single shared
graphic identity.
The acclaimed Studio Dumbar received
the design commission. It, in turn,
assigned the specialist Peter Verheul to
design a typeface. A font is an important
determining factor in a nation’s identity.
Text is everywhere, from law books to
informative TV spots. Moreover, typefaces
considerably influence costs, both in terms
of practicality and because licence fees
for existing ones are expensive. For the
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Dutch government, the fees amounted to
hundreds of thousands of euros a year.
Type designers have a keen eye for
details, such as the line of the bowl of a
capital R. Meanwhile, their job involves
redesigning known forms. Creating a
distinguished new specimen is thus a lot
of work: the number of different letters and
signs required for a range of applications
exceeds 5,000. The general procedure
is to analyse existing fonts for similar
purposes and then experiment with two
contrasting type ideas. Verheul starts with
pencil and paper and then gradually
digitises his sketches, finally merging them
into a single concept, in what is probably
the most important milestone. From then
on, development consists of an iterative
process of optimisation through the
comparison of differences a layperson
could never distinguish. Luckily, a
typeface, like a piece of software, can
be used before it is perfect.
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hellofashion

By
Monique van Heist
Start
May 28th 2009
Design
Ongoing
Execution
Ongoing
Status
Ongoing
www.moniquevan
heist.com
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It is not the easiest way to make your
mark, but when you work hard to develop
your talent and achieve success based on
your own convictions it is very rewarding.
Fashion designer Monique van Heist
did just that. She started her own label
after she got her masters degree at the
Fashion Institute in Arnhem in 2004.
She gradually established her name as
a designer who couldn’t help but be
inspired by the way people create their
identity in everyday life. She observed
people doing groceries, or working in a
garage or in an office and applied what
she saw in well-made designs. They
make you smile, these exquisitely made
derivates from normality. It was the reason
she won several awards with her playful
collections of clothes and accessories.
A newspaper wrote: she can even make a
woman look gorgeous in a garbage bag.
This approach was the first stage of the
process in which Monique van Heist
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explicitly withdrew from the peculiarities
of the fast and wasteful fashion system
of pointless change, which is pushed
by the seasonal cycle. She decided to
focus on the development of her own
“HelloFashion” collection, which does
not change in time, well, except that it
grows. So designs that are in the
collection will stay there for years to
come and see themselves surrounded
by an increasing number of brothers
and sisters. They will become a large
family of fashion items, which will include
anything from chairs and tables to
kitchen recipes. The only thing that will
not remain the same is the catalogue.
Monique van Heist sets her own pace
in design, which is a relaxing thought.
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High density

By
West 8 urban
design and
landscape
architecture
Start
1993
Design and
Execution
4 years
Status
realised
www.west8.com
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The identity of the Netherlands is defined
by its land – it was taken from the sea at
high cost over generations. For this reason
every square meter is accounted for and
has been planned at least two times over.
The Dutch have to try and get the most
out of every particle of earth.
Because of this there is a regime of strict
regulations, particularly when it concerns
land use and housing. As an architect you
have to be very clever to abide by the
rules and still create something better
than average. That is exactly what West 8,
the studio founded by Adriaan Geuze, did.
They designed the urban plan for 2500
houses on Borneo and Sporenburg, two
large parallel residential dock areas in
Amsterdam. The project involved no less
than 100 architects, and is characterised
by a very insightful spatial arrangement,
which affords about three times more
density than usual.
Providing so much high quality living
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space required the urban plan to be strict,
while suggesting the opposite. The area
is occupied by three large apartment
blocks between a considerable number
of low-rise housing units. Streets
connecting the three-storey houses are
narrow, but the ground floors are 3.5
meters high for extra daylight. Half the
volume of every house is a void that can
provide access to light, air and stunning
views across the water from a roof
garden. This could be accomplished
through a broad range of spatial
solutions, as is evidenced by the playful
variation in facades by different designers.
Residents now benefit from the
opportunity to create roof gardens and
experience the maximum value of living,
successfully added to a small but beautiful
site.

Hindi
typeface

By
Indian Type
Foundry
Start
2009
Design
2 Years
Execution
Ongoing
Status
Ongoing
www.indiantype
foundry.com
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In India various principles of modern
standardisation merge with the layered
richness of manifold cultural traditions.
One of these principles concerns typeface
design. A given typeface both provides
visual access to text, and is an important
means to express text identity. Ever since
new digital media have emerged, next
to written text, books and television,
distinguishable identity paradoxically
needs a standardised definition.
This is no simple matter: how to design
something that can create its own
typographic world in a country with
such a typographic abundance and so
little attention for fonts? (Yet there are
some fifteen incompatible standards).
The first attempt to develop and market
a typeface therefore also has been an
investigation to find out if it is at all
possible. Peter Bilak, who has an office
in The Hague, had to put a lot of work
into it, together with Satya Rajpurohit in
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Ahmedabad and business partner Rajesh
Kejriwal in Mumbai. They almost literally
had to start from scratch.
Typeface design is a systematic discipline,
but when you start with a clean slate in
a language you don’t know, you need to
find a way to discover the relative
importance of details, such as: which
letter combinations occur frequently,
what lines have meaning and which are
mere decorations. The team therefore
collected hundreds of letters with the
same text in the same script. They were
hand written by people from all over India.
From these samples they produced
alternatives and preferences. Next they
continued the normal optimisation in the
style of Fedra, originally a font supporting
Latin, Greek, Cyrillic and Arabic. Fedra
Hindi is the first product, and the first
step towards a standard of graphic
efficiency. Other fonts and writing scripts
will follow.
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Infracore®
Inside bridge

By
Fibercore Europe
Ltd.
Start
2007
Design
4 Years
Execution
2 bridges per
week
Status
ongoing serial
production
www.fibercoreeurope.eu

h

This is not a household type of bridge,
as yet. But its convincing qualities are
gradually becoming more widely known.
It is a glass fibre reinforced polymer
structure, a prestigious composite to most.
However, it has a number of important
attributes that suggest much broader
applicability. The first characteristic is
unexpected: in The Netherlands placing
one costs about the same as building a
concrete bridge. There are two reasons
for this. The first is that glass fibre may
be expensive per unit weight, but you
only need very little of it since it is so
strong. The second is that the structure
has been designed as a serial concept:
properties and measurements can vary.
The series only defines calculation and
construction. After manufacturing it is
put on transport and hoisted on its spot.
Such a bridge weighs about 95 percent
less than a concrete bridge and is also
a lot lighter than its steel rival would be.
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Nevertheless, it has been tested and
approved for handling the same kind of
loads. Trucks or buses are no problem.
It is ten times stronger than steel or
concrete and its carbon foot print is three
times smaller, making it much less of a
burden to the environment than its
conventional counterpart. An important
advantage is that it needs no maintenance
and can last very long. It is virtually
indestructible. After serving its purpose
for any amount of time on a certain site
it could be moved to a different location
and keep on functioning. There could
be second hand bridges. Put all the
aforementioned together and what you
get is different idea of what bridges
(and perhaps buildings) can be. The
bridge becomes an independent
product with a very long maintenance
free lifespan.

Knotted chair

By
Marcel Wanders
Start
1996 (dry-tech)
Design
3 months
Production
2 days per chair
Status
Finished
www.marcel
wanders.com
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It could almost have been an antique
chair by the looks of it, but you know it
isn’t because of its unusual proportions
and the strangely stiff rope it seems to
be made from. This object is labelled
“an icon of contemporary design” and it
certainly is a remarkable piece of
furniture. However, the disadvantage of
being very famous is that the main
feature of something seems to be just
visual recognisability. People now
glance at it and admire it, without
understanding the details of its origin.
For it is the most successful result of a
project in the mid 90s organised by Droog
design in cooperation with the Laboratory
for Lightweight Structures at the Faculty
of Aerospace Engineering of the University
of Technology in Delft, in which different
designers experimented with the aesthetic
and structural properties of various
material combinations. The results were
presented at the Milan furniture fair.
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The project was entitled Dry-Tech.
In this chair Marcel Wanders intelligently
brought together traditional artisan skills
with new industrial and high-grade
technologies, and a classic principle
(rendered famous by architect Antoni
Gaudi’s structural research method) of
defining form through gravity.
The structural material is a braid, which
is machine produced from carbon and
aramid fibres. From this braid the form
is knotted with an ancient macramé
technique. Consequently this soft
structure is drenched in epoxy resin and
attached to a rectangular metal frame
with its “limbs”. That is when gravity
defines the final form. After the resin
has set the composite chair is detached
from the frame and sandblasted. So the
chair is a clear demonstration of a new
way to produce a lightweight structure
by crossing a few borders.
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Light Layers

By
Richard Hutten
Start
2008
Design
1 month
Execution
1 week
Status
Statement
www.richard
hutten.com,
www.gispen.com
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“No sign of design” was Richard Hutten’s
slogan when he graduated from the
Design Academy Eindhoven in 1991
along with rebellious fellow Droog Design
talents like Hella Jongerius and Jurgen
Bey. And it still applies to many of the
objects and products he designs today,
as head of his own Richard Hutten Studio
and creative director for Gispen, a Dutch
manufacturer of furniture and office
furnishings.
When Hutten bans signs of stylishness in
a design, he always uses a simple, rather
blunt concept. The result may be puzzling
at first, but then one thinks, “Oh, right!
And why not?”
This is true of the Layers series of objects
he exhibited at the 2008 Milan furniture
fair. The first of these primeval-looking
specimens is a table made entirely of
old books, carefully chosen according
to size and colour, stacked and held
together by resin. The layered structure
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makes the content of the heavy books
inaccessible. Hutten also made a
lightweight table of light-blue styrofoam,
the kind architects use to make models.
Its shape served as inspiration for a
Gispen serial product, which has the
same proportions but a completely
different image and feel because of the
material used, steel.
Although the series’ foam predecessor
looks like an illustration of the word
“flimsy”, it works perfectly well thanks to
the table’s clever composite structure.
Apart from the hard resin layer that
protects the outside of the foam tiles,
carbon fibre reinforcements have been
applied between the tabletop’s three
layers. The signs of strength and stiffness
are carefully hidden.

Living print

By
Joost Grootens
Start
2003
Design
2 years
Published
2005
Status
Finished
www.grootens.nl
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This printed Atlas about the 101 largest
metropolitan areas in the world is way
ahead of all expressions of electronic
media. And this is not a marvel of
database coincidence. It is the result of
painstaking data editing and in particular
of innovative engaged graphic design
by Joost Grootens, who is also responsible
for the imagery and typography of
Connecting Concepts.
The most striking element of his
contribution is his fundamental revision of
what can be done with colour and various
kinds of ink, taking opportunities that
were there all the time, but were always
taken for granted. Rather than using the
regular combination of cyan, magenta,
yellow and key, he composed a palette,
consisting of bright fluorescent red, with
black, greenish beige and transparent
varnish. For the kind of information in
this World Atlas it works extremely well,
with both eye-catching contrasts and
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very subtle transitions that computer
screens simply cannot produce in this
stage of their development. It provides
a layering of ink on paper that is more
than visible.
Just as important is the way in which
Grootens has chosen to present data,
strictly limiting presentations to what part
of them is vital. Among other examples
it leads to world maps of schematic urban
circles, without the actual image of the
world. It automatically helps the atlas
browser to make comparisons in terms
of – this is just a random example – crime
rate, available hospitals and life
expectancy. The various ways in which
the atlas can be accessed add an
inspirational quality to it, a reminder of
what the first maps did to people who had
no concept of our world. The book brings
new meaning to the word serviceability.
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Logo by rule

By
Thonik
Start
2001
Design
3 months
Execution
Ongoing
Status
Ongoing
www.thonik.com
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They are all different, but in a way all
the same, the numerous logos for 010
Publishers in Rotterdam. When the
company asked Thonik to develop its
new visual identity, the agency proposed
a simple, practical system of yellow and
black typography on business cards
and stationery. What it expressly did
not do was design a company logo. Or
didn’t it? The secret is hidden in every
computer keyboard.
Designing a corporate identity or house
style can be a hassle. The bigger the
organisation, the greater its impact,
and the logo is usually the imperial
hyperimage that has to say it all. It
crowns and identifies the company’s
stationery and lights up the top of its
60-storey office building. Often, a logo
is an abstract drawing with an even
more abstract story behind it. Some
graphic designers believe any shape
can work for any corporation, as long
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as they can sell it with a good story.
In this case, the argument for the logo
is merely pragmatic: “010” is a strong
image as it is. Furthermore, 010 works
with many different designers, and a
classic publisher’s imprint with a
characteristic style could clash with the
peculiarities of a given book’s cover
design. Thonik’s answer was to
incorporate infinite typographical options
in the logo. It was a simple solution to a
seemingly complicated design problem,
the kind of solution that must be almost
accidentally discovered rather than
painstakingly developed: replace 010 with
oio and erase the dot. In fact, you don’t
even have to get rid of the dot – option-shift
B will give you a dotless i in any typeface.

Long-term
change

By
Florian Idenburg
Start
2009
Design
3 months
Execution
Century
Status
Concept
so-il.org
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In architecture plans are supposed to
be strict: this is what shall be done and
don’t you dare to make any changes.
“Open Fort”, designed by Dutch architect
Florian Idenburg, now running studio
SO-IL in New York with partner Jing Liu,
is different. It is a very large (1 kilometre
circumference) urban structure with a
crude idea of future functionality, which
will generously transform in accordance
with changes on and around its location.
The concept is projected in the part of
Amsterdam that is North of the river IJ.
Currently this section of the city is rapidly
changing due to urban development
and the extension of the subway system.
Until recently it was lagging behind.
Changes are very likely to happen but
hard to predict.
Open Fort therefore has a characteristic
but not very rigid floor plan with a
structure on it that will easily survive a
century of exploitation and that can
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facilitate anything that people care to
use it for. A remarkable feature is that
infrastructural provisions, such as cabling
and piping, are explicitly not integrated,
to cater users who want to make changes
or try new possibilities.
The general form of the structure roughly
derives from the classic fort with bastions,
which dates back to the end of the 15th
century. It both provides intimacy, on
the ground level in the concave parts,
and more extraverted areas with beautiful
views on the higher layers. Some sections
will be terraced, others straight. The
lower slabs will attract businesses. The
higher up they are situated, the more
attractive they become for living. The
roof is a public green area. The structure
does not enforce organisation. It can
handle its absence.
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One of many

By
Ted Noten
Start
2009
Design
3 weeks
Execution
Ongoing
Status
Ever-ready
www.tednoten.com
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Ted Noten poses questions you wouldn’t
expect from a jewellery designer. Why
would anyone pay so much money for a
standard wedding ring? Why would
someone desperately want to own a
gilded automatic gun cast in acrylic, or
a gold brooch cast from a chewed gum
model, for that matter? The designer
challenges cultural conventions simply
because they interest him. Nevertheless,
people love and want to own his work.
His most recent unsuccessful attempt to
annoy peers and critics alike consisted
of industrially producing jewellery by
means of 3D printing.
Meet Evening Butterfly. This collage of
a pig astride a tyre stands for one of 36
archetypal women. This harem of
sculptures is Noten’s version of the
Japanese artist Hokusai’s 36 views of
Mount Fuji. Evening Butterfly’s sisters
include The Career Woman, The
Fashionista and The Ice-Cream Girl.
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Ted Noten carefully composed Evening
Butterfly from found materials and then
scanned the object to create a threedimensional computer model. His
discovery was that, in the world of jewellery,
once you have such a formula you can do
anything. It constitutes the ultimate
freedom. To change the size, just push a
button. The same form can be made into
a ring (in a range of sizes), a bracelet, a
necklace, or a thing yet unnamed, in
numbers as small or as great as one likes.
By changing the machinery the computer
controls, one can 3D-print in materials
ranging from nylon and transparent resin
to steel, titanium and gold. The pink plastic
version of Evening Butterfly is called Miss
Piggy. Printing in gold is, of course,
expensive, but costliness is not unusual
in the jewellery world. Now customised
jewellery in different materials is feasible,
it could inspire unexpected mass
applications of 3D printing in other fields.
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Open living

By
Powerhouse
Company
Start
May 2005
Design
15 months
Execution
15 months
Status
In use
www.powerhousecompany.com
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At this beautiful spot, rules for building
houses are strict. Yet the architect Nanne
de Ru, who runs Powerhouse Company
with Charles Bessard, succeeded in
squeezing the very best out of the
assignment to design a dwelling here.
Villa 1 is a masterpiece of functional and
structural integration.
The house has glass on all sides and a
Y-shaped floor plan to maximise the
inhabitants’ enjoyment of the landscape.
All the spaces are arranged to benefit
from daylight according to their function.
Since regulations prescribe a maximum
amount of floor space, the main living
space sits atop a darker, heavier
basement. One wing contains a garage,
and the other two a master bedroom
and a guest room respectively.
The ground floor has no apparent
structural facade. One sees only glass,
fitted neatly into hidden frames. Walls
at the ends of the Y-shape seem to
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embrace the glass rather than support
its weight. This is the consequence of
fairly large “pieces of furniture” inside
the house that support the roof. They
have been cleverly arranged in the living
space. The effect is as if chairs were
being used to support the ceiling, except
that these pieces are larger than chairs
and can do much more – they are
almost rooms. The first is the Norwegian
slate kitchen in the east wing. Next is
the concrete fireplace with its built-in
video projector. The third is a wooden
chest big enough to contain stairs, a
bed and a bathroom. It guards a large
study with a steel bookcase, which also
happens to serve as a reinforcing support
for the roof. Every part of Villa 1 serves
double duty. At least.
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Potent
dimensions

By
Maria Blaisse
Start
1981
Design
Ongoing
Duration
Ongoing
Status
Ongoing
www.mariablaisse.
com
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The most important question for a
designer at work is how to arrive at
exactly the right form. There are as
many answers to this question as there
are creators in the world. But in her
studio in Amsterdam, Maria Blaisse has
developed an unusually clear approach,
deriving from her observation of the
spontaneous behaviour of pieces of
flexible material seeking a balance
between internal stresses and external
forces, ranging from gravity to an
improvisational dancer. She then precisely
translates her observations into highquality products and accessories.
Blaisse is motivated by an urge to
understand how two dimensions can
turn into three, as they do every second
in animal and plant life. Feathers, leaves
and seaweed bend and curl as they live,
react to circumstances, and die. In
material experiments that involved
cutting out carefully chosen pieces of
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rubber inner tube and turning them
inside out or allowing them to roll up,
Blaisse discovered forms that bore a
striking resemblance to natural ones.
She systematically recorded and carefully
studied the shapes that emerged and
developed a select group of rubber
sculptures, whose forms are particularly
strong because they manifest a potential
to change. She used these to inspire the
design of accessories – felt hats, rubber
and leather bags, boots for the Spanish
brand Camper, silver bracelets, drinking
glasses. All of them have a characteristic
solid look, and yet somehow the rubber
tyre seems to be living inside each piece
and trying to express itself.
Now Maria Blaisse is taking her experiments
in a different direction. The basic shape
remains but is formed from long, thin,
plaited bamboo strips. The movements
of a dancer challenge the flexible bamboo
form, taking it a step towards architecture.
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Reciprocity
garments

By
Painted
Start
2006
Execution
Ongoing
Duration
Ongoing
Status
Ongoing
paintedseries.com
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Renewal processes can often get stuck
in convention. Yet new ideas can arise
from close cooperation between people
with vastly different views on how
things should be. This is the paradox of
innovation: arguments between parties
from different backgrounds, followed
by reciprocity, cause people’s minds to
open. Painted, a project initiated by the
fashion designer Saskia van Drimmelen,
who invited her fellow designer Desirée
Hammen and the theatrical director
Margreet Sweerts to take part, works in
this way. They questioned the habits of
the fashion world. Today, they develop
and “construct” beautiful garments
together with experienced Native
American and Bulgarian female masters
of traditional artisan techniques.
One might expect such a collaboration
to involve the designers commissioning
the specialist artisans to make particular
pieces or garments. But there is a different
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kind of relationship here. The process
usually starts with an exquisite piece of
needlepoint, lace or beadwork one of
the artisans has made. It serves as the
seed of something new. The artisan
might, for instance, hand the piece over
to Van Drimmelen, who adds to it and
then returns it or gives it to someone
else to continue the work, and so on. In
this way, layer after layer, a new garment
evolves through the creativity of the
group, which sometimes includes a
customer. The birth of a piece can take
as long as a year. The garments’
refinement and the magic of the mixture
of interventions of traditional and modern
origin creates an impression of
ephemeral, luxurious antique clothes
that are always in a state of becoming.
Together, they form a growing repertoire
of garments to cherish and wear with
ease.
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Routing and
wayfinding

By
Mijksenaar
Start
1986
Status
Ongoing
www.mijksenaar.nl
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Finding your way around a large,
monotonous building, such as a hospital,
museum or airport, can be stressful.
This is especially true if there is no
consistent, accessible system to help
you make the right decisions at the
proper times. This is not just a matter of
putting up signs, even ones that look
well designed. Mijksenaar specialises
in developing way-finding concepts,
particularly for airports. The agency’s
first project, for Schiphol Airport in
Amsterdam, led to implementation of
the same concept in places including
New York, Abu Dhabi and Aruba.
Designing an intuitive way-finding process
requires a sophisticated knowledge of
human perception. Users must be able
to see where they are, how to get where
they want to be, and what their
alternatives are. To provide them with
the right cues, the designers must carry
out a systematic development process.
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This begins with a look at the architect’s
drawings, a visit to the site, and a thorough
analysis of the navigational processes
users will take part in, to make sure that,
for instance, commercial signage and
decoration will not be obstructive. This
survey gives the designers a clear picture
of all the issues they must take into
account. The next stage involves the
mapping of all the routes travellers, staff
and visitors can take and the precise
marking of the points at which they
must decide where to go next. Then the
studio develops its graphic and industrial
design concept, including an information
hierarchy as well as a choice of colours,
fonts and electronic equipment. Finally,
it creates a manual that will provide the
client with the information it will need to
make adjustments when circumstances
change:complex navigation made simple.

Sand engine

Slideshow Copyright ‘1 AANWIJSBORD9.jpg’ (Schiphol):
Marieke van der Velden (2010)

www.kustvisie.nl/
zandmotor/
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By
The Dutch
province of ZuidHolland and the
Dutch Ministry of
Infrastructure and
the Environment
Preparation
3 years
Start
December 2010
Duration
At least 10 years,
possibly ongoing
Status
Pilot

h

The tides are changing. The Netherlands
is renowned for its ability to keep its
land dry, in spite of the fact that about
one-third is below sea level. The Dutch
have a reputation for building dikes, dams
and gargantuan locks for controlling
water levels. Yet they are now trying out
a drastically different means of resisting
the sea’s threats, one that incorporates
the actions of the sea itself.
It is a follow-up to the discovery a few
decades ago that new water flows caused
by the dams in the south-western
Netherlands were causing accumulations
of sand in the sea. This discovery led to
the idea that perhaps the sea could be
used to create a security barrier against
itself. But such changes take time. The
needed impetus was provided by a
growing awareness that the strictness
of the dike principle was damaging to
the natural processes that occur in this
part of the world. It had also become
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clear that the Dutch needed more space.
The first “sand engine” is now under
construction. It consists of a new
peninsula of 20,000,000m3 of sand, which
the south-to-north flow of the sea will
wash along a 16km section of the southwestern Dutch coast, creating a strip of
land that will eventually provide extra
safety and space for animal and plant
life and recreation. The sea will do most
of the work.
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Senz
umbrella

By
Senz umbrellas
Concept
1 year
Start
September 2005
Design
1 year
Status
Finished
www.senz
umbrellas.com

h

After being invented for protection against
the sun thousands of years ago the only
thing that happened to umbrellas before
2005 was that they became smaller,
learned to stop rain and got cheaper
after an episode of high end stature. As
a matter of fact they deteriorated into
throwaway products that were both just
too ingenious to discard and too lousy to
repair after a baleen breakdown. Total
umbrella collapse seemed unavoidable,
certainly in the windy Lowlands. Its lack
of quality was taken for granted because
of shameless cheapness. This annoyed
industrial design student Gerwin
Hoogendoorn and he decided to turn
development of a better umbrella into
his graduation mission.
He followed this through quite well and
came up with an asymmetrical
aerodynamic version that remains stable
in the flows of varying pressures caused
by air moving around the object. The first
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model was tested in a wind tunnel and
could even withstand gale force winds,
a kind of weather that hardly anyone is
likely to submit to, with or without rain
protection. Now it is a proven fact that
the classic Senz decreases arm muscle
load by about 50 percent.
Apart from aerodynamic shape the design
of the structure and the mechanism also
caused the new umbrella to be sound
and sturdy. So promising was the
umbrella that Hoogendoorn called in
friends to start a company. Together they
decided to focus on the creation of a
family of light and solid products. It is
never too late to try and improve on an
ancient principle.

Strand cycle

By
Tjeerd Veenhoven
Start
April 2010
Design
2 weeks
Execution
2 days
Status
Experiment
www.tjeerd
veenhoven.com
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“Back to basics, but not entirely” – that
could be the slogan for Tjeerd
Veenhoven’s Ordinary Carbon Bike. He
admired high-tech industrially produced
bicycles with carbon fibre-reinforced
wheels and frames but felt he had to
respond by creating a truly smart cycle
through a hands-on, primitive experiment.
In the process, he both demystified
carbon’s high-tech reputation and
clarified the most important (and least
understood) principle of composites: they
are not materials but refined structures,
functionally designed combinations of
material ingredients.
Carbon fibre has the reputation of being
expensive. Yet this is unjust, since little
is usually needed. This is certainly true
in the case of the Ordinary Carbon
Bike. Veenhoven built its minimal frame
intuitively, in such a way that the number
and direction of the fibres corresponded
with the forces that affected them.
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If you have experience with crafts, you
can build a bicycle like this at home.
First, make a jig for fixing common
metal bicycle parts (except the frame)
in position. Then you can compare
alternative frame geometries by making
simulations out of rope. In the next stage,
build the frame by linking the parts in
the jig with carbon strands soaked in
epoxy resin. A strand will probably
contain about 50 fibres. It may take a
few attempts to get a vehicle that will
actually work. Because of the way it is
made, this bicycle forms an inspirational
link between the basics of textile design
and the high-grade composite industry.
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Structural
fashion

By
Alexander van
Slobbe
Start
1989
Duration
Ongoing
Status
Ongoing
www.orsonbodil.com

H

Fashion feeds, illustrates and draws blood
from changes in identity. This is its simple
side. Fashion is also complicated, because
every individual creates an identity out
of layers of comfort and fragments of
expression of mixed origins. A whirlwind
of such elements as “army”, “spiritual”,
“prison life”, “nature”, “purism”, “sports”
and “affluence” surrounds us. Yet
Alexander van Slobbe has remained
nearly untouched by fashion’s colourful
turbulence and always chosen his own
critical path. He prefers, he says, to focus
on the essence of how clothes “work
and behave”, through the loving, abstract
way he designs and combines them.
This approach has made him the true
key figure in Dutch fashion design.
In 1988, he started the women’s fashion
brand Orson + Bodil, following it in 1993
with the men’s brand SO by Alexander
van Slobbe, which became especially
successful in Japan. Since then, he has
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collaborated with industry and colleagues
and proved to be an excellent teacher.
He currently designs mainly for the Orson +
Bodil collection.
Once one sees his work “in action”, worn
by human beings in motion, one is
overwhelmed by the sheer quality of
the seemingly minute interventions in
the garments’ structure. Van Slobbe
can create patterns, cut fabric, choose
additions and sew parts together in
such a way that his clothes seem to
come to life. Yet he succeeds in keeping
the concepts of his outfits so simple that
some resort to calling them “minimalist”,
a word that conflicts with the wide range
of variations he continues to produce.
Thanks to his skill, gravity and air appear
to be doing most of the work.

zZz is
playing: Grip

By
Roel Wouters
Design
2 months
Execution
4 minutes 14
seconds (2007)
Time
Ongoing
Status
Finished
www.xelor.nl
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It is always interesting to see what
happens when you leave behind generally
accepted methods of creation and shake
things up. Roel Wouters almost literally
did this when he decided to make a
standard computer-graphic video clip
without using computer graphics.
The opportunity to produce the video
arose with the opening of a video-clip
exhibition. The clip had to be shot at
the opening, before an audience, and
exhibited immediately afterward.
Wouters decided the audience would
witness the live taping in one carefully
planned take. Three trained gymnasts
were armed with printed cards. A single
camera was hung from the ceiling above
the centre of a trampoline. Positioned
around it were the band zZz, extras and
props, all expected to play quite graphical
roles in the video. Since a mistake
would ruin everything, the taping had to
proceed perfectly, including the turning
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of the camera to the sidelines at the end
to reveal the audience, who had no clue
what they had been watching. The clip
became a huge success on YouTube, so
much so that Wouters was able to license
the idea to Fiat for a TV commercial.
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Ö Craft

Potent dimensions 40

Reciprocity garments
41

Structural fashion 46

One of many 38

hellofashion 29

Fabric pots 23

Old, often all-but-extinct skills often contain
insights that can lead to yield new forms of
ease and simplification. Therefore, designers’
intelligent use of traditional techniques – as a
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Grip 47

way of getting acquainted or reacquainted with
them, enhancing quality, or providing a point of
departure for further development – is a suitable
characteristic of projects in Connecting Concepts.
48
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In addition, anchoring working methods in local
cultures is a way for collaboration and economic
progress to support social improvement and vice
versa. What matters is how the craft is carried out.
49

Ö Design
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Quality in the creative process is the most
important property of the examples in
Connecting Concepts. By this, we mean a good
or clever idea or, by contrast, a very carefully
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thought-out design with “light” consequences.
The essential factor here is the quality of the
choices made and the way their consequences
have been handled.
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It is logical, then, that this property is found in
nearly all the projects. This is not to say that the
few items that lack the “Design” symbol are
badly designed – none of them are. It means

merely that the emphasis of their quality lies
elsewhere. They are more “made” than “designed”.
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Ö Identity
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The most important characteristic of the quality
a designer contributes is identity – the answer to
the question “What is it?”, “Who is it?”, or “Who are
they?” In general, designing identity means using
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typological principles to strike a balance between
novelty and individuality. Its function can vary from
expressing oneself personally (fashion), propagating
a design signature or making new technology
52
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acceptable to enhancing communication or making
a large or small organisation recognisable. It will
come as no surprise that identity plays a noticeably
negligible role among the engineering examples.
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Ö Long Term
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When a large-scale project is not implemented
in its entirety right away, or the intended design
outcome does not allow for rigidity, or the “rat
race” is ignored, great value is created. Working

with a view to the long term means spreading
out activities over a longer period. This can
serve to make a design sustainable, lessen its
impact in the short term, and allow the designer
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to learn and adjust his or her course during the
development process by making use of feedback.
Discretion and care need time.
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Ö Software
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In some respects, the evolution of the use of
processes of design as well as production and use
computers proceeds slowly. It often takes decades is therefore a property of interest for Connecting
before awareness of a particular potential dawns. Concepts.
The intelligent use of software to facilitate
56
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Ö Structure
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A significant part of the impact of the exploitation
of the environment is the sheer excess of
everything. More value is attached to the use of
materials in itself than to creating maximal added

Strand cycle 45

value by using minimal material and energy. One
feature of many designs in Connecting Concepts
is a physically minimal construction. The
materials’ properties are used in an optimally
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intelligent way. In these constructions (from
fashion to architecture), there is a shift from
a sum of parts to an integration of functions.
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Ö Use
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Through technical development, human beings
seek to free themselves from the implacable
forces that determine their lives – weather, gravity,
bridging distances. Artefacts that make life

lighter in this way suit Connecting Concepts.
This can take place at different levels of scale –
in a logistical or technical process, the use of a
building or interior, or in the professional or
60

personal use of goods and services, as in the case
of graphic or fashion design. Of course, for the
exhibition, what counts is an underlying intelligent
intervention.
61
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